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finale v.25 offers a host of new options. finale now has auto-conduction mode which lets you hear how a conductor would play a piece. there is a new score conductor function
which lets you see how the conductor would intonate a score with the visual clues provided by the text. finale also features a new master link lyrics feature which lets you link

certain lyrics to a particular stave. this is great for transposing scores, or for musicians who are not familiar with the score. mark adler said that finale will be available for windows,
mac os, and linux. there will be no online registration for the upgrade. and there will be no changes to the license. he said the $99/year price is simply a method of funding mark

and the makemusic team who would otherwise never do it. and the mac os version will be available for a $9.95/month subscription. finale update for other platforms is coming at a
later date. i can not get a new and full version of finale to run on my current snow leopard computer. i can get the trial version to run, but it does not allow me to save, so i do not
have the option of cancelling if it does not work out. i upgraded recently to the final version, but was having difficulties. i want to get more time for posting more than a line here

and there. i wish i had known about the mac version where you can purchase it for the full version. i was told the full version was only available for windows. maybe there is a way
to upgrade it. some of the forums i have been involved with are no longer available.
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the finale v.25 features
clean up. this one is very
important to me. it saves

a great deal of time,
especially when

renumbering tracks,
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because you dont have
to hunt and peck the

refine.cleanskills menu
to make the song appear

clean. i do still find
myself searching for the

piano roll to reduce
clutter during scoring.
and, as a general rule,
students are easier on
my nerves after i tell

them that i am going to
autorotate (mute) tracks
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in the future. the finale
v.25 package also

includes a few updates
to the daw that make a

big difference: local
monitor, which helps you

determine if an
instrument changes key
too far away from your

own key; and smart
improvements, which

alters the count of each
measure and adds a
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small amount of
rhythmic motivation so
that you dont have to
force your cadence.

unlike finale v.25, the
previous versions do not

install the garritan
libraries directly in the

finale folder. if the finale
v.25 package and some

additional music
software are installed,
not only will they be
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stored in the users
folder, they will also be
excluded from upgrades
to finale v.26. that way,
if you are using finale
v.26, you dont have to
worry about the newest

library having any
impact on your project.
on my machine, finale
v.25 installed the three

components in
users/shared/makemusic
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and it is safe to delete
them. the software from
finale v.26 installs the

libraries in
applications/finale. the
garritan libraries can be

found in the finale folder.
garritan instruments are

a good compromise
between size and tone.
sound quality depends
on how the instruments

are matched to the
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layers. the steinway xv
and d concert grand

libraries are among the
best-sounding

instruments available.
some of the pianos in

the garritan range
(especially the steinway
xv) are also extremely
playable. musician ian

mcculloch wrote a
comparison of finale and

garritan that is worth
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